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 @book{Aveyard_2019a, address={Maidenhead}, edition={Fourth edition}, title={Doing
a literature review in health and social care: a practical guide},
url={http://www.vlebooks.com/vleweb/product/openreader?id=Worcester&isbn=9780335
248018}, publisher={Open University Press}, author={Aveyard, Helen}, year={2019} }  
 

 @book{Aveyard_2019b, address={London, England}, edition={Fourth edition},
title={Doing a literature review in health and social care: a practical guide},
publisher={Open University Press}, author={Aveyard, Helen}, year={2019} }    

 @book{Becker_2014, address={Los Angeles}, title={Writing successful reports and
dissertations}, volume={SAGE study skills}, publisher={SAGE}, author={Becker, Lucinda
M.}, year={2014} }    

 @article{Cooke_Thackray_2012, title={Differences between community professional and
patient perceptions of chronic obstructive pulmonary disease treatment outcomes: a
qualitative study}, volume={21}, DOI={10.1111/j.1365-2702.2012.04094.x},
number={11–12}, journal={Journal of Clinical Nursing}, author={Cooke, Mary and
Thackray, Sue}, year={2012}, month={Jun}, pages={1524–1533} }    

 @book{Coughlan_Cronin_2017, address={Los Angeles}, edition={2nd edition},
title={Doing a literature review in nursing, health and social care}, publisher={SAGE},
author={Coughlan, Michael and Cronin, Patricia}, year={2017} }    

 @book{Coughlan_Ryan_Cronin_2013, address={London}, title={Doing a literature review
in nursing, health and social care}, publisher={SAGE}, author={Coughlan, Michael and
Ryan, Frances and Cronin, Patricia}, year={2013} }    

 @book{Flick_2011, address={Los Angeles, [Calif.]}, title={Introducing research
methodology: a beginner’s guide to doing a research project}, publisher={SAGE},
author={Flick, Uwe}, year={2011} }    

 @book{Gomm_2008, address={Basingstoke}, edition={2nd ed}, title={Social research
methodology: a critical introduction}, publisher={Palgrave Macmillan}, author={Gomm,
Roger}, year={2008} }    

 @book{Jolley_2013, address={Harlow}, edition={2nd ed}, title={Introducing research
and evidence-based practice for nurses and healthcare professionals},
url={http://www.vlebooks.com/vleweb/product/openreader?id=Worcester&isbn=9780273
768876}, publisher={Pearson}, author={Jolley, Jeremy}, year={2013} }    
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 @article{Jones_Kelsey_Nelmes_Chinn_Chinn_Proctor-Childs_2016, title={Introducing
Twitter as an assessed component of the undergraduate nursing curriculum: case study},
volume={72}, DOI={10.1111/jan.12935}, number={7}, journal={Journal of Advanced
Nursing}, author={Jones, Ray and Kelsey, Janet and Nelmes, Pam and Chinn, Nick and
Chinn, Teresa and Proctor-Childs, Tracey}, year={2016}, month={Jul},
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 @book{Kumar_2018, address={Los Angeles}, edition={Fifth edition}, title={Research
methodology: a step-by-step guide for beginners}, publisher={SAGE}, author={Kumar,
Ranjit}, year={2018} }    

 @article{Lin_2016, title={Impact of nurses’ cross-cultural competence on nursing
intellectual capital from a social cognitive theory perspective}, volume={72},
DOI={10.1111/jan.12901}, number={5}, journal={Journal of Advanced Nursing},
author={Lin, Hsien-Cheng}, year={2016}, month={May}, pages={1144–1154} }    

 @book{Maltby_MyiLibrary_2010, address={Harlow, England}, title={Research methods
for nursing and healthcare},
url={https://ebookcentral.proquest.com/lib/worcester/detail.action?docID=5268348},
publisher={Pearson}, author={Maltby, John and MyiLibrary}, year={2010} }    

 @article{McIlfatrick_Hasson_2014, title={Evaluating an holistic assessment tool for
palliative care practice}, volume={23}, DOI={10.1111/jocn.12320}, number={7–8},
journal={Journal of Clinical Nursing}, author={McIlfatrick, Sonja and Hasson, Felicity},
year={2014}, month={Apr}, pages={1064–1075} }    

 @book{O’Leary_2005, address={London}, title={Researching real-world problems: a
guide to methods of inquiry}, publisher={SAGE}, author={O’Leary, Zina}, year={2005} }
   

 @book{O’Leary_2021, address={Los Angeles}, edition={Fourth edition}, title={The
essential guide to doing your research project}, publisher={SAGE}, author={O’Leary,
Zina}, year={2021} }    

 @book{Parahoo_2014a, address={Basingstoke, Hampshire}, edition={Third edition},
title={Nursing research: principles, process and issues}, publisher={Palgrave Macmillan},
author={Parahoo, Kader}, year={2014} }    

 @book{Parahoo_2014b, address={Basingstoke}, edition={Third edition}, title={Nursing
research: principles, process and issues},
url={http://www.vlebooks.com/vleweb/product/openreader?id=Worcester&isbn=9781137
281272}, publisher={Palgrave Macmillan}, author={Parahoo, Kader}, year={2014} }    

 @book{Punch_2013, address={Los Angeles, California}, edition={3rd edition},
title={Introduction to social research: quantitative and qualitative approaches},
publisher={SAGE}, author={Punch, Keith}, year={2013} }    

 @book{Thomas_Hodges_2010, address={Los Angeles, Calif}, title={Designing and
managing your research project: core skills for social and health research},
publisher={SAGE}, author={Thomas, David R. and Hodges, Ian}, year={2010} }    

 @book{Thomas_2017, address={Los Angeles}, edition={Third edition}, title={How to do
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your research project: a guide for students in education and applied social sciences},
publisher={SAGE}, author={Thomas, Gary}, year={2017} }
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